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Abstract—Recognizing the various aliases of an entity is
a critical task for many applications, including Web search,
recommendation system, and e-discovery. The goal of this paper
is to accurately identify entity aliases, especially the long tail ones
in the unstructured data. Our solution GRIAS (abbr. for a Graph-
based framework for discoveRing entIty AliaseS) is motivated
by the entity relationships collected from both the structured
and unstructured data. These relationships help to build an
entity-relation graph, and the graph-based similarity is calculated
between an entity and its alias candidates which are first
chosen by our proposed candidate selection method. Extensive
experimental results on two real-world datasets demonstrate both
the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed framework.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Entities (e.g., persons, organizations, and products) com-

monly exist in various types of data and identifying entity

aliases is necessary in many applications [1] [2] [3] [4]. For

example, given an entity query “IBM” to a search engine,

“International Business Machines” or “International Business

Machines Corp.” may occur in the search results. Accurately

identifying these aliases could help get more relevant pages

for the given search query. Another important commercial

application is e-discovery [5]. When a company is involved

in a lawsuit about a product accident (say micro-wave oven

explosion), this company is required to disclose all relevant

information, where a solution based on e-discovery could

include collecting, preparing, reviewing and producing evi-

dences in the electronic form. Often, entities such as persons,

organizations, and products are significant in the legal matters.

One challenge is that these entities are often referenced in

reports, emails, and other types of unstructured text. Their

references are often casual, include abbreviations, initials, or

partial references. Especially, it is difficult to discover some

long tail aliases, which rarely co-occur with the concerned

entity. It is sure that the investigation committee does not

want to miss any relevant reference that are important to

the case. These reference may be the engineers, inspectors,

departments, or any accessories of the striken microwave-

oven in millions of electronic documents. Traditional keyword

search techniques are ineffective to handle these variations.

Additionally, since the evidence is always required as much

as possible for a lawsuit, the coverage of entity extraction

must be highly considered in these applications and the entity

aliases are needed.
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Fig. 1. Examples of Entity-Alias Pairs

Figure 1 clearly illustrates that the real-world entities often

appear in various forms in the same/different documents: for

each entity on the left side of Figure 1, there is a dashed

box containing some variants extracted from related document

corpus. The failure of effectively identifying the important

aliases leads to evidence missing in the applications mentioned

above. Given a concerned entity and millions of documents,

the goal of this paper is to discover all the aliases for the

concerned entity.

There have been some research efforts that address the task

of entity alias discovery [6] [1] [7] [8] [9]. Most of these
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studies assume that the relatively full name of the concerned

entity is given, which may not hold in real world. Although

the concerned entity are often obtained from the authoritative

source from structured data (e.g., existing knowledge bases,

enterprise databases, or official websites), these entity names

are not always cleansed to be the full names. It is quite often

that acronyms, word abbreviation, and even any entity variant

appear in the given data source. Thus, it is not enough to only

consider the shorter forms than the given entity name as the

alias candidates.

In this paper we propose a framework, called GRIAS

(abbr. for a Graph-based framework for discoveRing entIty

AliaseS),to address these challenges by combining our Entity

Relation Graph Model (ERGM) with our Alias Candidate Se-

lection (ACS) method, which explores the entity relationships

from both the structured and unstructured data. First, a grow-

ing number of structured data can be obtained from various

sources (e.g., Wikipedia, Freebase, and Yago), which contain

plenty of hierarchy entity information and entity relationship-

s. This is the first type of relationship repository. Second,

the unstructured documents provide quantities of entity co-

occurrence information, which can be used as another relation-

ship repository. Co-occurrence statistics indicate associative

relationship between entities and are helpful for estimating the

strength of entities association. Identifying these two types of

entity relationships leads to our observation that the aliases of

a concerned entity e may frequently co-occur with the entities

which are closely related to e in the document corpus. For

instance, the product’s commonly used variants may often

co-occur with the person, who is the designer (manager or

salesman) of this product. Therefore, a graph of entity-to-entity

relationships can be built to measure the relevance between

any entity and its alias candidates determining whether they

represent the same real world entity.

The graph contains three types of nodes representing three

entity roles: concerned entity, alias candidate and attribute

entity. We observed that some concerned entities are connected

with their alias candidates through some intermediate nodes.

When an entity is to be concerned for finding its aliases, it is

concerned entity; excluding concerned entities and their alias

candidates, other entities are regarded as attribute entities.

In this way, we convert the problem of alias discovery into

the task of the graph-based entity similarity matching. More

details about this graph will be described in Section V.

To identify the alias candidates, we propose an “alias

candidate selection (ACS) method”, which considers many

entity alias patterns and identifies the most potential alias

candidates. The ACS method takes the token weight into

account, which may vary in different entities. Note that this

study focuses on the situations that the concerned entity and

its aliases are similar in terms of string match to a certain

degree. There are some entity alias pairs whose string match

similarities are quite low, such as a few Dow Jones companies:

Exxon Mobil and XON, Coca-Cola and KO. The detection of

these entity aliases is not the focus of this study. The main

contributions of this paper are as follows:

• We analyze the challenges in entity alias discovery for the

low-redundant unstructured document, and propose a graph-

based solution called GRIAS by leveraging the entity relation-

ships in both the structured and unstructured data.

• We develop a selector for the initial entity alias candidate

selection, covering a wide range of alias patterns, then use the

identified candidates in the proposed graph model.

• We evaluate the proposed framework on two real-world

datasets: an enterprise dataset including all its internal Web

pages and the structured databases for the alias discovery of

organization and product. The graph we build based on this

dataset consists of more than 170,000 nodes and 13,250,000

edges; a government dataset from WikiLeak1, which consists

of various entities (i.e., organization, person, location), and

entity relations. A graph of 155,339 nodes and 10,357,642

edges was built to discover all the aliases of organizations.

Outline. The rest of this paper is organized as follows.

Section II discusses the related work. Section III formulates

the problem of entity alias discovery and briefly describes

the overall process of our proposed framework. Section IV

introduces a candidate selection method that selects high

quality alias candidates to form nodes in the entity-relation

graph model. And in Section V, we model a graph to exploit

the entity relationships, which effectively detects the aliases for

the entity names. Section VI presents the experimental studies,

including data preprocessing and experimental evaluation on

a WikiLeak dataset and an enterprise dataset from enterprise.

Finally, we conclude our paper in Section VII.

II. RELATED WORK

The studies on entity resolution and record linkage are

similar with our work [2] [10] [11] [3] [12] [13]. Also entity

linking [14] [15] matches the strings in unstructured data

with entities from Wikipedia. Some of their solutions can be

referred as Web alias discovery, while alias discovery could

be one of the core task in these work. As for the solutions,

most of them extract these aliases assuming that the entity

and its aliases co-occurrence frequently. Entity resolution is

the process of identifying the records that represent the same

entity and reconciling them to obtain one record. While record

linkage is the process of finding related entries in multiple

relations in a database and linking them. Some researchers

have used the alias candidate selection method [16]. Danushka

et al. [6] [17] proposed a lexical pattern based approach to

extract alias candidates for a given person, and measure the

extracted candidates using the hyperlink structure and page-

counts retrieved from a Web search engine. Additionally, they

presented a word co-occurrence graph to represent the mutual

relations between anchor text from Web search engines, and

models the problem of alias extraction as ranking nodes in

the proposed graph with respect to a given name. But their

methods are based on the assumption that the full name and

its aliases always co-occur in different contexts, which is not

true in our case. [7] is special to detect email. [1] works

1http://wikileaks.ozazar.org/cablegate.html/
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on identifying the aliases of the given product name, which

consists of a subset of the tokens in the given product name.

It focuses on the efficiency of the proposed solution for this

task. Moreover, the research on synonyms/acronym extraction

[18] [19] [20] is relevant with alias discovery.

With the ever-increasing popularity of information networks

such as the Web, citation networks, or social network, many

studies on graph-based similarity address the requirement

for measuring similarity between objects [21] [22], among

which random-walk based and simrank are most popularly

used [23] [24] [25]. [22] identifies the unique entity in the

structured database. It views the database as the corresponding

entity-relationship graph and then analyzes paths that exist

between nodes. In their work, all the entities are provided from

databases. The method used in this paper is a combination of

string match and graph-based match.

III. OVERVIEW OF GRIAS

A. Notations and Preliminaries

Entity. Any object existing in real world can be called

entity. In this paper, the extracted entity types mainly include

organization, person, location, product, and e-mail.

Entity Type. There are different entity type classification, in-

cluding coarse-granularity (e.g., people, organization, location,

and MISC) and fine-granularity (e.g., politician, musician, uni-

versity and etc. ). In this paper, we consider coarse-granularity

entity types and extract the entities of people, organization,

location, and product.

Token. Given an entity ent, its tokens are defined as a

list of words, which are obtained by splitting ent with non-

letter characters. For example, the entity of “Human-Resources

Office” generates T = {Human, Resources, Office}, and then

each element in T , denoted by t, is defined as a token of ent.

Token Importance(TI). Inspired by the notion of IDF

(Inverse Document Frequency) in information retrieval, TI

is defined to measure the importance of each unique token

occurring in certain type of entities to be resolved. All the non-

repetitive tokens in these entity names are indexed, and TI is

then defined as TI(t) = ln m
|Et|

, where m is the total number

of the concerned entity names of a unique entity type, |Et| is

the number of the concerned entities containing token t. When

token t frequently occurs in different entities in a document

corpus, its TI value is very small, such as “corporation” in

organization name, “street” in location name, and “camera” in

product name. That is, these types of entity tokens are of little

importance for alias discovery.

Alias Candidate. Given an entity ent from E and a doc-

ument corpus D, all the named entities are obtained from

D using the multi-word units [26] and entity recognition

model2, and some filtering rules are used to remove the noisy

entities. The proposed alias candidate selection method, ACS

(described in Section IV), is performed to compare ent and all

the cleaned named entities to obtain a set of alias candidates

in a descending order, C = {ent.c1, ent.c2, ......ent.cn}, each

2http://alias-i.com/lingpipe/

of which has a string similarity with ent above a certain

threshold.

B. Problem Formulation

F (v, w) is defined to estimate whether v and w are aliases

with each other and fi(v, w) denotes a similarity function

based on feature i (i = 1, 2, . . . n). In this paper, we define

Entity Alias Discovery as such a task: it takes a concerned

entity set E and a document corpus D as inputs, extracts

named entities from D to form an alias candidates set C, and

computes F (ent, c) (ent ∈ E, c ∈ C) through aggregating

fi(ent, c) to generate a set of aliases for ent.

C. The Proposed Solution

Figure 2 depicts the GRIAS architecture. Given a set of

concerned entities and a document corpus D, the preprocess-

ing step first extracts the named entities from D, cleans them,

and records all the statistical occurrences in documents of the

given concerned entities and the extracted entities. Next, we

design an alias candidate selection method, ACS, to initially

measure the similarities between all the named entities and

each given entity, and select some of them as alias candidates

for each entity. After that, we model different entities into

an entity relation graph, where the entity relationships from

structured data and unstructured documents are mapped to the

connecting edges. By exploiting the entity relationship, the

proposed solution combines the string similarity fs from ACS

with the graph similarity fg to determine the final aliases for

each concerned entity.

In the following section, we discuss the main components

of GRIAS in Alias Candidate Selection Method and Entity

Relation Graph Model in section IV and V respectively.

IV. ACS: ALIAS CANDIDATE SELECTION METHOD

A. Entity Alias Patterns

Through a study on various documents, Table I lists seven

popular patterns in forming entity aliases. 1) Abbreviation

is the most popular pattern of entity alias. 2) Acronym is usu-

ally formed by taking the initials of a phrase or compounded-

word. 3) Abbreviation and acronym are shortened forms, while

aliases are sometimes longer by expanding the given entity.

4) Some stop words3, such as “and”, “of”, and “the” are

meaningless and often pruned away in forming an alias. 5)

Some tokens are slightly different in an entity and its alias. For

example, “Graphics” compares with “Graphic” in the fifth row

of Table I. 6) Some tokens may appear in different orders

in an entity and its alias respectively. 7) Some entity names

contain an implicit hierarchy relationship. For example,

“Canon Cameras EOS Digital Rebel XT” and “EOS Rebel

XT” denote the same style of camera. As described above,

Table I shows the entity alias patterns with the corresponding

examples, and these alias patterns are independent of entity

types.

Through the observation on the forming rules above, we

design a method for alias candidate selection, ACS, which

3http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stop words
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Fig. 2. The Architecture of GRIAS

is expected to achieve two purposes: 1) provides a string

similarity score for each entity-candidate pair, and 2) filters the

false candidates as many as possible and keeps the potential

aliases with high scores, which will be used in the phase of

graph similarity computation.

TABLE I
ENTITY ALIAS PATTERNS AND EXAMPLES

Alias Pattern Concerned Entity Alias Example

1 Abbreviation Americas Finance AMS Finance

2 Acronym The Technology for E-

merging Markets Re-

search Group

TEM Group

3 Expansion LAN Adapter Network Adapter Local

Area Network

4 StopWords PSG AP & Japan PSG AP and Japan

5 TokenVariants Graphics Imaging

Business

Graphic and Imaging

Business

6 OrderTransposition PDA iPAQ Pocket iPAQ PDA Pocket

7 Hierarchy Canon Cameras EOS

Digital Rebel XT

EOS Rebel XT

B. Alias Candidate Selection

The general idea of ACS is combining the rewarding and

penalization schemes based on the token importance(TI).

Given an entity and its alias candidate, ACS first splits them

into a set of tokens respectively. And, the commonly used

stop words (e.g., “and”, “for”, and “of”) are removed from

them. Next, we attempt to match the acronym tokens in the

given entity and its candidate. After the acronym match, the

remaining tokens in the entity are required to find its matching

tokens in the candidate. To compute the similarity of each pair

of tokens respectively from the entity and its potential alias,

we propose the simi′ formula which is optimized based on

JaroWinkler and described in the Appendix. All the matched

tokens mentioned above will reward the similarity score. If

an alias candidate does not belong to any alias type presented

in Table I, we will simply use the formula of simi′ to get

its string similarity. Finally, we impose penalization on the

unmatched token and normalize the final similarity score. For

better understanding, an example will be provided to describe

the working process of ACS in the following subsection.

C. An Illustrating Running Example

Taking the entity of “HR Information - Technology” and

its alias candidate “Information Tech. Office of Human Re-

sources” as example (for convenience, they are named respec-

tively as ent and candi.), ACS executes the following three
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steps to compute the string similarity score.

Step 1: Tokenization and Acronym Match. After splitting

ent and candi into tokens, it scans ent to find a sequence of

capitalized tokens, and then attempts to match a sequence of

tokens in candi, which may be the expanded form of this

capitalized token. In this example, “HR” is matched with

“Human Resources”. For each match, the TI value of the

matched token in ent is added to score. It is important that

we remove all the matched tokens from both ent and candi to

prevent them from getting involved in the further matching. If

there are more than one matches, the left encountered match

is prefered. In a reverse manner, we scan candi for acronym

tokens and look for their expanded forms in ent.

Step 2: Stop Word Removal and Token Match. After the

acronym match, all the stop words are removed and then we

scan the remaining tokens again in ent and candi. For each

token s in ent, it finds any token t in candi, which has

the same initial letter as s, and then computes the similarity

between s and t using the function of simi′ in Appendix. If

there are multiple matches, the matched token with the highest

simi′ is preferred. In the example, “Information” is firstly

matched and then “Technology” in ent finds its matching

token “Tech” in candi. After that, the matched tokens in both

strings are removed. If there are still some tokens left in both

ent and candi, simi′ is used to compute a similarity score sl

between their remaining tokens.

Step 3: Penalization and Normalization. Steps 1 and 2

reward similarity score by adding the matched tokens’ TI

values. While this step computes the penalty score based on the

unmatched tokens, penalty=(1− sl)×
∑n

x=1
TI(tx), where n

is the number of unmatched tokens and sl is the similarity

score of the remaining tokens from ent and candi. That

is, the higher the similarity of the unmatched tokens is, the

weaker the penalty is. Finally, we use the following formula

to compute the string similarity

fs =
reward− penalty
∑|ent|

x=1
TI(tx)

(1)

where, reward is the rewarding score, penalty is the penal-

izing score, and the denominator represents the TI sum of

tokens in ent. In this example, there is only one unmatched

token “Office”. Finally, the string similarity between ent and

candi is 0.84.

The stop words removal is performed after acronym match

since acronym sometimes gets stop words involved. All the

matched tokens removed add rewarding scores. As for the re-

maining unmatched tokens, we use the optimized JaroWinkler

function in Appendix to compute their similarity scores and

combine the TI of these unmatched tokens for penalization.

V. ERGM: AN ENTITY-RELATION GRAPH MODEL

The entity relationships from the co-occurring information

in the structured and unstructured data are naturally modeled

as a graph. The proposed graph-based approach attempts to

compute the graph similarity between each concerned entity

and all its alias candidate.
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Fig. 3. A Sample Entity-Relation Graph

A. Entity-Relation Graph

As shown in Figure 3, the graph is modeled as G = (V,E),
where V denotes a set of nodes and E denotes a set of

edges. V contains three types of nodes: concerned entity,

alias candidate, and attribute entity. They are represented as

the rectangle, ellipse and circle respectively. A given entity

concerned for finding its aliases is concerned entity; excluding

concerned entities and their alias candidates, other entities

are defined as attribute entities. For example, to discover

the aliases of a product, the products are concerned entities

and attribute entities might include organization, organization

alias candidate, employee, and etc. Likewise, when resolving

other types of entities, products and their alias candidates

can act as attribute entities. The concerned entities are given,

alias candidates are extracted from document corpus, and the

attribute entities are extracted from both the structured data

and unstructured documents. For edges in E, there are two

types: 1) structured co-occurrence that denotes the entity co-

occurrence relationship in the structured data and is represent-

ed as the solid line; 2) document co-occurrence that denotes

the entity co-occurrence relationship in the document corpus

and is represented as the dashed line. Therefore, the parallel

edges are allowed when both the co-occurrence relationships

exist.

B. Edge Weighting

In the entity-relation graph G in Figure 3, the structured co-

occurrence edge denotes a binary relation from the structured

data, while the document co-occurrence edge denotes the

possibility of two entities co-occurring in the same document.

Since the entity relationships from the structured data are

significantly reliable and accurate, we assign the highest

relevance weight ew(v, w) = 1.0 to structured co-occurrence

edge. Meanwhile we use the notion of Jaccard to measure

the weight of the document co-occurrence edge as follows.
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ew(v, w) =
|co occur(v, w)|

|occur(v)|+ |occur(w)| − |co occur(v, w)|
(2)

Herein, |occur(v)| represents the occurrence counts of node

v in the whole document corpus, while |co occur(v, w)| is

the accumulated count of occurrences that nodes w and v

simultaneously appear in a single document over the entire

document corpus.

|co occur(v, w)| requires that these two nodes appear any-

where in the document and represents the accumulative fre-

quency of occurring together in each document over the whole

document corpus. For example, node v appears in document

d1 three times and in d2 once, and w appears twice in d1 and

once in d2, then the co-occurring value is 2+1=3 using the

following formula:

|co occur(v, w)| =
∑

i=1,2

minimum(occur(di, v), occur(di, w))

(3)

where occur(di, v) denotes the number of times of node v

appearing in document di.

C. Similarity in ERGM

The aim of ERGM as shown in Figure 3 is to compute

the graph-based similarity between an entity and its alias

candidates. Some previous work has proposed approaches

to computing the node similarity in a graph, among which

random walk [23] and Simrank [24] are commonly used.

Compared with random walk, this method collects a full view

of some particular region in the graph and is believed to be

representative of the entire graph. The iterations in Simrank is

essential for performance but difficult to determine. Moreover,

the method of Simrank does not take the edge weight into

account. In this section, we propose a new method to compute

the graph-based similarity between two nodes. It aims to view

all the paths between two entities and then choose the most

important ones for consideration. The experimental results

in Section VI indicate that our proposed approach is more

effective to measure the node similarity between an entity and

its candidates than these methods.

It is observed that many entities do not often appear with

their alias candidates in the same document. Hence, sometimes

we need to utilize other nodes as the structure context to link

an entity node and its alias candidate nodes. In other words,

the entities co-occurring with an entity in the same context can

describe it in a useful way. Therefore, we decide to find out

all the non-cycle paths between them using a bi-directed path

search strategy, and then compute the graph-based similarity

between any two nodes based on the following intuitions:

1) the more the number of edges in each path, the weaker

the graph-based association is, 2) the higher the importance

of each edge (i.e., edge weight), the stronger the graph-

based association between these two nodes is. Herein, the

graph-based association is estimated through the graph-based

similarity score. According to the intuitions discussed above,

we compute the graph-based similarity (i.e.,gsp) between any

two nodes on path p using the following formula.

gsp(v, w) =
t∑

i=0

(
1

deg(vi)

ew(vi, vi+1)

ti+1
+

1

deg(wi)

ew(wi, wi+1)

ti+1
)

(4)

Overall, the core idea of this formula is summing all the edge

weights on the path, where t is the number of edges on this

path between nodes v and w. v0 = v, w0 = w, vi and vi+1 are

the connected nodes by the (i + 1)th edge originating from

v0, wi and wi+1 are the connected nodes by the (i + 1)th
edge originating from w0. Meanwhile, three additional factors

are taken into account 1) degree: this formula takes the degree

of the start node in each edge (i.e., deg(vi) and deg(wi)) into

account. This consideration originates from the observations as

follows: in any graph structure, there are always many nodes

on the path between node v and w, and if a node is active

with high degree, the relevance of nodes, v and w, passing

through it will be decreased, which leads to a low contribution

on the task of alias discovery. That is, the graph similarity

any two nodes depends on the probability of reaching one

node from another; 2) decay factor: as the relevance between

nodes v and w is becoming weaker and weaker as transferring

along each path between them, we use ti+1 as a decay factor,

which denotes that the importance of a path will be less if

it is constituted by more edges; 3) path search: the purpose

of bi-directed path search is to simultaneously search paths

originated from v and w as shown in Formula 4.

Following the heuristic that the longer a path is, the smaller

the sum value on this path, and the edge closer to entity node

should be assigned a higher value comparatively, we compute

the graph-based similarity following the direction from the

entity node to the candidate node. Then, we compute the

graph-based similarity value based on all the paths between

nodes v and w as follows.

fg(v, w) =
s∑

p=1

1

2s
× gsp(v, w) (5)

Where, s is the total number of paths between nodes v and

w. gsp(v, w) is the graph similarity value on the pth path

between v and w. As the similarity score are computed twice

for each path respectively from the two given end nodes in

Formula 4, the value is cut in half.

D. Path Selection Strategies

It is clear that searching all non-cycle paths between two

nodes on a large graph must be costly. Thus, we select

high-quality paths using some constraints to make a balance

between effectiveness and efficiency.

Path length We optimize this graph-based approach by

setting a suitable value for the path length β. The experimental

studies in Section VI-D2 introduce the setting of parameter β

to avoid high cost searching.

Edge weight The edges with weights approaching zero are

filtered out since they are treated as a simple chance of co-

occurrence instead of relevance with each other.
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Standard variance As some nodes may be connected due

to a simple chance instead of real relevance, the equal-length

paths are ought to be treated in different ways. Therefore,

we use standard variance of the edge weights to evaluate the

strength of a path. When the standard variance of edge weights

for a path is larger than the average edge weight on this path,

the path is ignored.

E. Entity Alias Discovery

Ultimately, we compute F (x, y) through aggregating

fi(x, y) (i=1,2), and f1(x, b), f2(x, y) denote the alias similar-

ity and graph-based similarity respectively. The alias candidate

selection method can keep most of the real aliases with

high string similarity scores, while the graph-based similarity

demonstrates the relevance in entity-relation graph between an

entity and its alias candidates. Whereupon we take these two

measures into account to compute the final similarity of any

entity-candidate pair. More feature functions can be added for

extending this solution and this paper uses a linear model as

shown in Formula 6.

F (v, w) =

i≤n∑

i=1

θi × fi(v, w) (6)

Where, i = 1,2, f1(v, w)=fs(v, w), denotes the string simi-

larity of the entity v and its candidate w using ACS, f2(v, w) =
fg(v, w), denotes the graph-based similarity between these

two nodes. θi is used as a scaling factor and
∑i≤n

i=1
θi = 1

for n similarity functions. Generally, if F (v, w) is above a

predefined threshold λ, the candidate w can be determined as

the final alias of v. All the parameters are trained through

the 10-cross validation [27]. The overall process for alias

discovery is presented in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1: Graph-based Alias Discovery

Input: G(V,E), entity ent, extractedEntity Set,

thresholds α, β, λ

Output: aliasSet for ent

for String candi:extractedEntity Set do

if (fs(ent, candi) > α) then

candiSet.add(candi);

Identify ent as entNode in G;

for (Node candiNode:candiSet) do
Search G for all the paths with length no longer

than β between entNode and candiNode using the

depth first search;

Compute F (entNode, candiNode) based on

Formulae 5 and 6;

end

end

aliasSet← candiNodes with similarity above λ.

Note: all the three parameters are determined by the 10-fold

cross-validation.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY

In the following subsections, we first describe the used

datasets and the data preprocessing procedure. Secondly, we

compare our proposed GRIAS with other three methods. Fi-

nally, we perform scalability evaluation.

A. Data Description

The enterprise dataset consists of entity databases con-

taining 2,000 organization names, 2,000 product names, and

300,000 employees, and an unstructured document corpus

containing 2,800,000 documents (i.e., Web pages, email

documents, and server logs). The government dataset from

Wikileak consists of 250,000 documents and some collect-

ed structured data (i.e., 1,000 international government/non-

government organizations, 25,963 officer names, and 220

countries) obtained from Wikipedia4, and the US State official

homepage5. The core task of the following experimental study

is exploring the document corpus to detect all the aliases for

the organization names and product names respectively.

B. Evaluation Measure

There may be numerous aliases for an entity, and people

always prefer to obtain the most similar and commonly used

ones. Moreover, for each entity, it is extremely difficult, if

possible, to obtain a full set of its aliases ground truth in a

large scale document corpus. Thus, an ideal alias discovery

approach should generate the real aliases for each entity in

the top positions of the generated alias set. Therefore, we also

use the measure precision@N as evaluation measure, which

computes the ratio of the correctly identified aliases on the top

N results in the identified alias set of each concerned entity.

C. Data Preprocessing

Given the document corpus, we first parse the HTML

markups and convert the various documents to plain texts.

After that, the following three tasks should be performed:

Indexing entities. For all the given and extracted entities

(i.e., organization, person, location, products, and e-mail), we

have to build a document-entity index, which records all their

occurrence information in the each document (i.e., occurrence

count, position, and the corresponding document number).

Extracting entity alias candidates. Entity candidates are

initially extracted using the multi-word units [26] and entity

recognition model6. Here, stop words are case-insensitive. The

ultimate purpose of the alias candidate selection method is

keeping a high recall for further entity-relation based graph .

Filtering. Before performing the proposed ACS approach

for entity alias candidate selection, we employ two filters

to remove the candidates distinctively dissimilar with the

concerned entity. 1) A pre-filter removes out the extracted

candidates, in which all the tokens are stop words. This

procedure filters a large amount of non-entity candidates. 2)

4http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/International organization/
5http://www.state.gov/
6http://alias-i.com/lingpipe/
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A post-filter inversely indexes all the entities based on bi-

character and retains the candidates that have at least two

common bi-characters with an entity. This restriction does not

apply to candidates consisting of only capitalized letters. These

filters can remove a large number of irrelevant candidates,

which reduces the burden of the nested loop comparison

of entity-candidate pairs. After preprocessing, the proposed

graph-based approach is used for entity alias discovery.

For parameter training, we randomly take 100 documents

and 100 organizations from enterprise dataset as training

data. For evaluation, we randomly select 100 organization

names, 100 product names from the enterprise dataset, and

100 organizations from the government dataset as test cases.

In the following three subsections, we present the experimental

results respectively in terms of string match similarity based

alias candidate selection methods, the graph-based similarity

algorithm, and its scalability on both datasets. Note that all

parameters in this study are obtained using the 10-fold cross

validation.

D. Evaluation of Alias Discovery Approaches

1) Comparison of Alias Discovery Approaches: Figure 4

presents the evaluation results of alias discovery on enterprise

organization, product, and government organization respective-

ly using five different methods, RandomWalk [23], SimRank

[24], ProductAlias [1], PatternBased [28], and our proposed

graph-based approach (GRIAS). Since SimRank [24] does not

take the edge weight into account, we use the optimized

weighted SimRank [29] for comparison. We use RandomWalk

and SimRank to replace Formula 4 and 5 to compute the graph

similarity and other settings are the same with GRIAS.

Based on the comparative results as shown in Figure 4, we

have the following observations:

• The PatternBased method has to explore the popular

patterns from large amount of documents, which does not work

well in the low redundancy documents.

• The experimental results indicate that the proposed graph-

based similarity calculation is more significantly effective

than the weighted SimRank and RandomWalk. Compared with

random walk, the proposed graph method could view all the

paths between two entities and then choose the most important

ones for consideration.

• As shown in the three sub-figures in Figure 4, their curves

stop when N merely reaches four, three and five respectively.

That’s because ProductAlias assumes that the extracted alias

is a token subset of the given entity, which leads to only

a small number of aliases. Figure 4(a) and 4(c) shows that

ProductAlias runs on organization alias discovery with a very

poor performance. Comparatively, its precision@N evalua-

tion on the product alias extraction in Figure 4(b) is better.

It is observed that many product names are often referred

merely using the brand name plus a model number, such as

“ThinkPad X61 Note-book” and its alias “ThinkPad X61”.

Our experimental results show that ProductAlias works well

on this type of products specially. However, compared with
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Fig. 4. Precision@N Evaluation

GRIAS, ProductAlias ignores far more entity alias patterns.

• As the average number of tokens in an entity is often no

more than ten, the number of real alias variants for each entity

is not very large. Moreover, all the aliases commonly used by

users are also limited. Therefore, the precision of all the five

methods consistently decreases when N becomes bigger than

a certain value.
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Fig. 5. Path Length Selection

2) Path Length Selection in Entity-Relation Graph: The

proposed graph-based approach explores the relevance be-

tween entities through finding all the paths between a con-

cerned entity and its candidates. According to random walk

theory, a long path between two nodes (i.e., v and w) will

lower the probability of reaching w from v within limited

time. Formula 4 also indicates that a longer path may result in

a smaller graph-based similarity value. Moreover, searching a

long path is time consuming. Therefore, it is reasonable in the

literatures on graph mining to find the limited-length paths

between two nodes for the efficiency with no/little loss of

accuracy. So the path selection method mentioned in Section

V-E is employed, which chooses some fixed length paths

through the performance evaluation on training dataset. The

experimental results on both organization and product alias

discovery in Figure 5 show that a path of length three can

achieve a good balance between effectiveness and efficiency.

In this figure, “p” and “r” denotes “precision” and “recall”,

while “org W”, “org E”, and “pro E” denote organization

WikiLeak, organization Enterprise, and product Enterprise

respectively. In addition, “rt” denotes “running time”.

While some true alias should have the paths with various

lengths from their concerned entities, very few of them only

have long paths. Hence, taking the short path approach cover

most of true aliases for each given entity. The overall perfor-

mance under path length one or two is significantly lower than

that under paths with longer length. However, when the path

length grows to four, the efficiency goes beyond the reasonable

time tolerance on a large graph. Most importantly, the overall

performance of the graph-based approach with path length no

longer than three and four make little difference. Therefore,

three is chosen as the path length threshold in this study.

E. Scalability Test

Using a fixed path length of three, we perform the proposed

alias discovery algorithm on different scale of graphs, and

compute the average time of finding all paths for each entity-

candidate pair.

With the growing volume of document corpus, the number

of nodes grows steadily while the number of edges increases
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Fig. 6. Scalability Test

sharply. The reason is that the entity types and the quantity for

each type slightly change when an entity-oriented data corpus

reaches a certain scale.

F. Discussion

The method of alias candidate selection takes more alias

types into account, which keeps a high coverage for the

alias candidates selection and avoid the positive alias loss

in the final results. While the graph-based model, GRIAS

effectively combine the alias candidates into the graph model

and refines them for each concerned entity. GRIAS explores the

existing structured data and can be extended through adding

more similarity functions based on the additional resources.

The method of ProductAlias assumes that a document which

contains an entity alias usually refers the remaining tokens

of the entity within the alias’ vicinity. Since some documents

in the official publications or the enterprise applications are

mostly written technically for expert readers (not for public

reading and discussion) they are less descriptive and narrative.

Thus, the co-occurrence frequency is much lower in these

documents.

The aforementioned path selection strategies show that there

are only less than a half of the entities are referred in the large-

scale dataset and most of them are rarely co-occurring with

its true aliases. Therefore, the lower coverage on the shorter

paths proves the fact that there are few entity-candidate pairs

co-occur in an enterprise document.

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Entity alias discovery is a critical task in many real world

applications. In this paper, we propose a graph-based ap-

proach, called GRIAS, to perform entity alias discovery in free

documents. To enhance the effectiveness of alias discovery

and improve its efficiency, we introduce the Alias Candidate

Selection (ACS) method to select high-quality candidates. We

then utilize entity information from both entity databases and

document corpus to form the Entity Relation Graph Model.

Assuming that the candidate has a high similarity with the
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true counterpart of a given entity, we compute the graph-

based similarity for each entity-candidate pair and combine it

with the string match similarity to determine the final aliases.

The key contribution of GRIAS is an efficient graph-based

model combined with the method of alias candidate selection.

Taking organizations from Wikileak and organization as well

as products from enterprise as real dataset, our experiments

have demonstrated the effectiveness and efficiency of GRIAS.

Entity alias discovery could be formulated as a machine

learning problem in future. Namely, given a set of concerned

entities and a set of alias candidates, we might train a classifier

to learn how the set of aliases for a concerned entity could be

ranked. The proposed features used in alias discovery could

be used in classifier training.
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APPENDIX

Given two case-insensitive strings str1 and str2, let string com1
consist of all the characters in str1 that also appear in str2, string
com2 consist of all the characters in str2 that also appear in str1,
and L(com1) denotes the length of com1 (note that repetitiveness
is allowed in str1 and str2). We first measure whether there is any
character order transposition from com1 to com2, if true, simi is
assigned as zero. Otherwise, we need to compute a similarity between
str1 and str2 using the following formula.

simi(str1, str2) =
1

2.0
× (

L(com1)

L(str1)
+

L(com2)

L(str2)
)

Moreover, [13] claims that the strings with similar prefixes ought
to carry similar meanings. Similarly, we give more favorable ratings
to the compared strings that match from the beginning for a set prefix
length. Finally, as presented in the following formula, simi′ is used
to compute the ultimate string similarity between the given string
pair, where prefixL is the length of common prefix at the start of
the two strings, and 0.1 is used as a scaling factor for how much the
score is adjusted upwards for having common prefix’s.

simi
′(str1, str2) = simi+ prefixL ∗ 0.1 ∗ (1− simi)
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